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Coarse-grained models of poly(ethylene oxide) oligomer-grafted nanoparticles are established by
matching their structural distribution functions to atomistic simulation data. Coarse-grained force
fields for bulk oligomer chains show excellent transferability with respect to chain lengths and tem-
perature, but structure and dynamics of grafted nanoparticle systems exhibit a strong dependence
on the core-core interactions. This leads to poor transferability of the core potential to conditions
different from the state point at which the potential was optimized. Remarkably, coarse graining of
grafted nanoparticles can either accelerate or slowdown the core motions, depending on the length of
the grafted chains. This stands in sharp contrast to linear polymer systems, for which coarse graining
always accelerates the dynamics. Diffusivity data suggest that the grafting topology is one cause of
slower motions of the cores for short-chain oligomer-grafted nanoparticles; an estimation based on
transition-state theory shows the coarse-grained core-core potential also has a slowing-down effect
on the nanoparticle organic hybrid materials motions; both effects diminish as grafted chains become
longer. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4719957]
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanoparticle organic hybrid materials (NOHMs) consist
of inorganic nanoparticles covalently grafted with oligomer
chains. They display liquid-like rheological behavior around
room temperature in the absence of solvent.1–3 Properties
of NOHMs are determined by interactions and motions that
span a wide range of length and time scales, as is also the
case for particle nanocomposites, the ungrafted counterparts
of NOHMs. Although models with atomistic descriptions
of both nanoparticles and chains have been developed for
nanocomposites,4–8 their application is often limited to sys-
tems with one nanoparticle, and they can only provide in-
formation on local polymer structures (length scales <4 nm)
over short times of the order of ns. In order to describe larger-
scale properties such as nanoparticle dispersion and trans-
port, a NOHMs model with solid-sphere nanoparticles and
atomistic polymers was recently proposed that is suitable for
simulating systems consisting of hundreds of nanoparticles.9
However, slow dynamics of nanoparticle motions preclude a
direct application of the model to NOHMs near room temper-
ature. Coarse-grained models with reduced number of degrees
of freedom and improved computation efficiency are poten-
tially useful tools to allow for exploration of bulk properties
of NOHMs using current computational capabilities.
Many existing coarse-grained models for nanoparti-
cle/polymer systems are qualitative in character, with no con-
nections to the atomistic chemistry of specific experimen-
tal systems.10, 11 Such models have been used to investigate
morphologies,12–14 structure and dynamics,15–19 mechanical
properties,20–22 and rheological behavior21, 23 of nanocompos-
ites, grafted nanoparticles in a polymer matrix, and NOHMs.
a)Electronic mail: azp@princeton.edu.
Coarse-grained models that couple to the underlying atom-
istic descriptions are primarily used in modeling proper-
ties in polymeric systems, such as configurations and dy-
namics in the melt11, 24–27 and solutions,28, 29 polymer brush
conformations,30 self-assembly kinetics,31 etc. To our knowl-
edge, there is only one prior study that has used multiscale
modeling for a simplified system of nanocomposites focusing
on how to improve the coarse-grained parameters to match
nanoparticle distributions obtained by atomistic models.10
Thus, there is significant room for further development of
parameterization techniques and mapping schemes for struc-
ture and dynamics between coarse-grained and atomistic lev-
els in nanoparticle/polymer simulations. This is the focus of
the present work.
For polymer systems, it is well known that dynami-
cal properties, e.g., diffusion coefficients and chain relax-
ations, are faster in the coarse-grained models than the atom-
istic reference systems.11, 24, 26–28, 32 This is attributed to the
softer coarse-grained potentials, which reduce local friction
and energy barriers, accelerating the cage escape of diffus-
ing molecules.25, 26 Depa et al. performed mappings for a se-
ries of polymer materials and found that atomistic dynam-
ics could be recovered after a crossover time by rescaling of
the mean-square displacements (MSD). However, the scale
factors varied, depending on state conditions and material
chemistry.11, 26, 27 In analogy to the accelerated molecular dy-
namics for infrequent events via an introduction of a bias
potential,33 Depa and Maranas27 and Fritz et al.25 proposed
that the speed-up (scale factor) of dynamics in coarse-grained
models compared with the underlying atomistic systems is
αb = exp (〈Vb〉 /kBT ) , (1)
where the bias potential, 〈Vb〉, is the ensemble average
of the difference between the potentials of coarse-grained
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TABLE I. Simulation details for atomistic and coarse-grained PEO oligomers.
n-mer N n-bead N
Number density of molecules (nm−3)
(atomistic) chains (coarse-grained) chains 303 K 500 K
1 216 1 1000 5.728 . . .
3 216 2 500 3.300 2.480
5 200 3 400 2.307 1.820
. . . . . . 4 300 1.772a . . .
9 150 5 300 1.438 1.169
. . . . . . 6 200 1.211a 0.9900a
12 100 . . . . . . 1.122 0.9172
. . . . . . 7 200 1.043a 0.8800a
. . . . . . 10 200 0.7333a . . .
. . . . . . 20 150 0.3675a . . .
aObtained by interpolation and extrapolation of number densities of chains in atomistic simulations.
particle and the atomistic atom groups the particle represents.
〈Vb〉 is mainly determined by the potential differences at
the first layer of particles that surrounds the central particle.
When such mapping of dynamical properties can be estab-
lished, acceleration of dynamics for coarse-grained simula-
tions offers the advantage that long-time behavior can be ob-
tained at a modest computational cost.25, 26, 34 However, it is
unclear that such dynamic scaling relationships can be ob-
tained in more complex particle/chain composite systems.
This is an open question of interest for the present study.
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, CH3O–(CH2CH2O)n–CH3)
oligomer chains and silica nanoparticles are typical con-
stituents for NOHMs in experimentally studied systems. In
this work, we develop a structure-based coarse-grained model
for silica nanoparticles grafted with oligomeric PEO chains
from atomistic reference systems of oligomers35 and NOHMs
bulk systems.9 In Sec. II of this paper, we describe how
the coarse-grained models for pure oligomers and NOHMs
are constructed. Structural and dynamic properties are de-
scribed in Sec. III. Coarse-graining PEO oligomer melts re-
sults in faster dynamics, in accordance with prior simulations
mentioned above. However, counterintuitive results are ob-
served for diffusion of nanoparticles in coarse-grained mod-
els with unchanged inter-core potentials or with short grafted
chains: diffusion coefficients become smaller compared to
corresponding atomistic simulations. We examine the effect
of potential softness and grafting topology to gain insights
into the causes of slower diffusion of coarse-grained nanopar-
ticles. Conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. COARSE-GRAINED MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The coarse-grained NOHMs are composed of two types
of interaction sites, one for polymer beads, each of which rep-
resents one segment of PEO oligomer chains, and the other for
the central cores representing nanoparticles. From this point
on, “segments” and “nanoparticles” are only used for the ref-
erence atomistic systems, and their counterparts in the coarse-
grained models are termed “beads” and “cores.” We parame-
terize the bead-bead interactions, bond, and angle parameters
using atomistic simulations of bulk oligomers. Core-bead po-
tentials are determined from systems of one nanoparticle im-
mersed in monomers. For core-core potentials, we use both
the atomistic particle-particle potential and the potential cor-
rected for changes in the polymer-mediated interactions be-
tween two nanoparticles brought about by coarse-graining of
oligomers.
A. Bulk oligomers
The atomistic models of PEO oligomers used in this work
have been previously described in Ref. 35. They involve trans-
ferable potentials for phase equilibria-united atom (TraPPE-
UA) force fields with modified dihedral potentials.28 We have
performed NVT simulations of atomistic oligomers at two
temperatures, 303.15 K and 500 K, with densities set corre-
sponding to 10 bar at each temperature (Table I). The pro-
duction periods for short to long atomistic oligomers were 2–
40 ns at 303.15 K and 3–12 ns at 500 K with a time step
of 2 fs.
To construct coarse-grained models, all united atoms in
two consecutive –(CH2OCH2)– units were grouped into one
electrostatically neutral bead. Differences in size, mass, and
interactions by the third hydrogen in the end –CH3 group
were neglected. Then, each atomistic n-mer molecule is rep-
resented by one 12 (n + 1)-bead chain. The non-bonded po-
tential between beads was obtained from iterative Boltzmann
inversion28, 32, 36, 37 by matching the radial distribution func-
tion, gbb(r), of a monomeric bead melt with that of pure atom-
istic monomers at 303 K. The initial potential was taken to
be the potential-of-mean-force for atomistic monomers, Upm
= −kBT ln g1-mer(r), with a cut-off radius at rc = 1.6 nm. The
production period for each iteration was 4 ns. Although the
iterative Boltzmann inversion method is not rigorously de-
rived from statistical mechanics as is the case for inverse
Monte Carlo38, 39 and relative entropy minimization,40, 41 it
has the advantages of low computational costs and easy im-
plementation – especially for large molecules. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the bead-bead non-bonded coarse-grained potential
and a good correspondence of gbb(r) between atomistic and
coarse-grained models.
We used harmonic bonds, Ub(r) = kb(r − r0)2, to
connect beads into chains, where the equilibrium distance r0
= 0.585 nm was determined by fitting the mean-squared bond
length of 2-bead chains to the mean-squared distance between
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FIG. 1. Non-bonded potential between coarse-grained beads and compari-
son of bead-bead radial distribution function, gbb(r), between atomistic and
coarse-grained simulations of monomers at 303 K. Red solid line: segment-
segment atomistic gss(r); black solid line: coarse-grained gbb(r); black dashed
line: coarse-grained non-bonded potential.
centers of mass of the two segments (CH2OCH2–CH2OCH2
groups) in atomistic trimers. With given r0, the value kb
= 477 kJ/(mol nm2) was then obtained through minimization
of the difference between the distance distribution of two
bonded beads and that of two sequential atomistic segments.
The persistence length, P, for atomistic PEO is approximately
equal to 3 bonds, and was obtained through the expression
〈r2ee〉 = 2P 2
[
L/P − 1 + exp (−L/P )],42 where 〈r2ee〉 is the
mean square of end-to-end (–CH3 to –CH3) distance, and
the contour length, L, was calculated as the summation of
bond lengths along the chain backbone. These calculations
indicated that two consecutive CH2OCH2 groups (one coarse-
grained bead) cannot rotate independently, so it is necessary
to incorporate angle potentials in the coarse-grained model.
We successively adjusted θ and kθ for an angle potential
of the form Uθ = kθ (θ − θ0)2, so that the end-to-end
distance, 〈r2e 〉, of 6-bead chains matched the corresponding
value of end-segment to end-segment distance for atomistic
PEO, and the difference between the angle distributions of
3-bead chains and atomistic pentamers was minimized. The
process was repeated two to three times because θ and kθ
are not independent; the final values were θ = 155◦ and kθ
= 4.60 kJ/(mol radian2). Tabulated bond and angle potentials
could be developed for the coarse-grained model to further
improve the bond and angle distributions, but such changes
are expected to have only minor effect on the chain dynamics.
Prior studies28, 29, 31, 43 have shown that coarse-grained
systems have higher pressures than the atomistic counterparts
at the same density, due to the higher fraction of free ends in a
coarse-grained oligomer melt. The overestimated isothermal
compressibility24 suggests low transferability of the coarse-
grained force fields in reproducing the densities of atomistic
models when temperature changes. Thus, we set the number
densities of chains in coarse-grained models to be the same
as those of corresponding atomistic systems, as shown in
Table I. Simulations were performed under constant-volume
conditions, coupled with Nosé-Hoover thermostats for tem-
perature control, using the LAMMPS package.44, 45 The time
step was 2 fs for all the coarse-grained models, including bulk
polymers, ungrafted nanoparticle in free chains, and NOHMs,
and the total simulation time was 8–20 ns for 1- to 20-bead
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FIG. 2. Non-bonded potential between the core and coarse-grained beads,
and the core-bead radial distribution functions for systems of single nanopar-
ticles in atomistic and coarse-grained monomers, gcb(r), at 303 K. Red solid
line: atomistic gps(r); black solid line: coarse-grained gcb(r); black dashed
line: coarse-grained non-bonded potential.
chains at 303 K and from 4 to 8 ns for 2- to 7-bead chains at
500 K.
B. Ungrafted nanoparticle in oligomers
Systems of a single ungrafted nanoparticle in 8890 free
monomers were simulated as the reference for the develop-
ment of core-bead interactions, Ucb(r). The nanoparticle was
represented by a solid sphere of diameter d = 2 nm interacting
with united atoms through integrated Lennard-Jones (LJ) po-
tentials. The second part of Ref. 9 gives the details of the mod-
els of nanoparticles in free oligomers. For these systems and
the grafted systems described in Sec. II C, we used finitely ex-
tensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) bonds (rather than the rigid
bonds of Sec. II A), and the time step was set to 0.5 fs.9 The
system density was equilibrated under constant-pressure con-
ditions at 303 K and 1 bar before runs in the NVT ensemble
were performed. The equilibrated box size (10.91 nm) was
larger than twice the cutoff of particle-particle interaction,
rc = 5 nm. The coarse-grained systems had the same num-
ber of molecules and total density as the atomistic models.
Following Khounlavong’s procedure of coarse-graining par-
ticle nanocomposite systems,10 we parameterized the core-
bead interactions through matching of core-bead radial distri-
bution functions, gcb(r), between atomistic and coarse-grained
scales. The iterative Boltzmann inversion method was im-
plemented again with the initial guess for core-bead inter-
action chosen as Ucb, 0(r) = −kBTln gps(r). Here, gps(r) is
the nanoparticle-monomer radial distribution function of the
single nanoparticle atomistic system. The simulation time
for each iteration of the coarse-grained model was 10 ns.
Figure 2 presents the core-bead interaction from the last iter-
ation and compares the converged coarse-grained gcb(r) with
the atomistic radial distribution function.
C. Grafted solvent-free particles (NOHMs)
With Ubb and Ucb developed in Secs. II A and II B, we
constructed the core-core interactions, Ucc(r), by matching the
core-core radial distribution functions, gcc(r), between coarse-
grained and atomistic NOHMs. The atomistic NOHMs used
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FIG. 3. Core-core radial distribution functions, gcc(r), of NOHMs at
500 K with cores interacting through the particle-particle potential, Upp(r),
from atomistic models. Red solid line: atomistic gpp(r) for pentamer-grafted
NOHMs; black solid line: coarse-grained gcc(r) for 3-bead-grafted NOHMs;
red dashed line: atomistic gpp(r) for tridecamer-grafted NOHMs (shifted
upwards by 20 units); black dashed line: coarse-grained gcc(r) for 7-bead-
grafted NOHMs (shifted upwards by 20 units).
as the reference consisted of one d = 2 nm central silica
nanoparticle represented by a solid sphere and 12 covalently
grafted hexamers or dodecamers (about 0.9 chains/nm2).
Nanoparticles interact with each other and other united atoms
in oligomers through integrated LJ potentials. The model was
established and described in Ref. 9 and has been shown to
reproduce experimental viscosity data. Due to the slow re-
laxation of nanoparticle motions, atomistic simulations were
performed at 500 K and above. Consequently, coarse-graining
of NOHMs in this paper was conducted at 500 K as well, after
the transferability of the coarse-grained force fields for poly-
mer beads was tested.
The coarse-grained NOHMs are comprised of a solid-
sphere core and grafted PEO oligomers. Essentially only the
chains are coarse-grained and the cores remain the same as the
nanoparticles in atomistic NOHMs. Khounlavong et al. have
reported for particle nanocomposites, coarse-graining chains
alters the potential of mean force between the nanoparticles
and therefore the inter-core interactions should be modified
accordingly.10 Figure 3 illustrates how the core-core radial
distributions, gcc(r), agree with the nanoparticle distributions
in atomistic models if the core-core interactions are set equal
to the particle-particle potentials in the atomistic reference
NOHMs. Compared with the large deviations in the peak po-
sitions and heights before adding a correction of polymer-
mediated force to the atomistic core-core interactions as in
the work of Khounlavong et al. (Fig. 7 in Ref. 10), the dif-
ferences between the coarse-grained and atomistic gcc(r)s of
NOHMs we obtain are relatively small, especially for shorter
chains. As the grafted chains grow longer, the discrepancies
of coarse-grained and reference gcc(r)s become larger. This
chain-length dependence was also observed in Kahounlavong
et al. simulations.
In Ref. 10, the core-core potential was taken as the atom-
istic particle-particle potential modified by addition of the
change in the polymer-mediated force before and after coarse-
graining, Ucc(r) = Upp(r) + Upm, CG(r) − Upm, at(r), where
Upm, at and Upm, CG are the potentials-of-mean-force between
two nanoparticles in atomistic models and coarse-grained
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FIG. 4. Radial distribution functions between cores of NOHMs that inter-
act with corrected core-core interactions. Top: NOHMs with pentamers or
3-bead chains at 500 K. Bottom: NOHMs with tridecamers or 7-bead chains
at 500 K. Red solid line: atomistic gpp(r); black solid line: coarse-grained
gcc(r); red dashed line: atomistic particle-particle potentials; black dashed
line: corrected inter-core potentials.
models, which take Upp(r) as the core-core interactions, re-
spectively. The correction was essentially the first iteration of
the iterative Boltzmann inversion method. In this study, we
perform more iterations through
Ui+1cc (r) = Uicc (r) + x
(
Uipm, CG (r) − Upm, at (r)
)
(2)
to further enhance the convergence of the core-core ra-
dial distribution function, gcc(r), to the atomistic gpp(r). The
coefficient, x, varies during the iterations to adjust the conver-
gence speed. The final forms of Ucc(r) and gcc(r) for 3-bead-
and 7-bead-grafted NOHMs are presented in Fig. 4. Compar-
isons with the atomistic particle-particle potentials show that
the corrections raise the energy wells and increase the soft-
ness of the interactions. One may think that the structural
changes induced by the corrections in coarse-grained mod-
els would not affect the dynamics significantly, especially for
3-bead-grafted NOHMs where the change of gcc(r) is very
small. However, when we use both uncorrected (reference)
and corrected core-core potentials for the study of diffusion
(Sec. III B) we find that the changes in dynamics can be in
opposite directions.
In the atomistic simulations, the first oxygen atom of each
oligomer is fixed on the surface of the nanoparticles. The
coarse-grained beads attached on the central core and the core
itself are treated as a rigid body in the coarse-grained simu-
lations. Table II summarizes the atomistic and coarse-grained
NOHMs systems and simulation details. Each Boltzmann in-
version iteration lasted 20–40 ns for NOHMs grafted from 3-
to 7-bead chains.
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TABLE II. Simulation details for nanoparticles in atomistic and coarse-grained NOHMs.
Np cores or n-mer n-bead N chains Box size (nm)
nanoparticles (atomistic) (coarse-grained) (both) at 500 K
140 5 3 1680 11.92
130 6 . . . 1560 11.90
120 . . . 4 1440 11.87
90 . . . 6 1080 11.63
80 12 . . . 960 11.36
70 13 7 840 11.06
III. RESULTS
A. Bulk oligomers
We first examine the transferability of the coarse-grained
force fields to bulk PEO oligomers of different chain lengths
and temperatures. Figure 5 presents the radial distribution
functions of the centers of mass, gmm(r), for pentamers (3-
bead chains) and nonamers (5-bead chains) at 500 K. gmm(r)s
at 303 K and the agreement between atomistic and coarse-
grained radial distribution functions is almost the same as for
500 K. The figure indicates that up to the temperature of sim-
ulated NOHMs, the mutual exclusion or the potential of mean
force between the atomistic oligomers can still be well cap-
tured by the coarse-grained potentials. In both models, longer
chains are more likely to penetrate into their neighbors, which
is reflected by the non-zero gmm(r) at short distances, r.
Figure 6 plots the chain length dependence of the end-
to-end distances, 〈r2e 〉, of oligomers in atomistic and coarse-
grained models. As the data illustrate, in the range of chain
lengths used for NOHMs (from pentamers to tridecamers)
coarse-grained and atomistic models generate oligomers that
have almost the same average extension at 303 K, where
the force fields were developed and at 500 K, to which the
force fields are transferred to. Temperature has little influ-
ence on 〈r2e 〉. As chains grow longer, raising the temperature
slightly reduces 〈r2e 〉. This can be attributed to the increased
kinetic energy, which helps overcome the bending barriers of
oligomers, making the chains less stiff.
0 0.5 1 1.5 20
0.5
1
1.5
r (nm)
g m
m
(r)
FIG. 5. Radial distribution functions of molecular centers of mass for PEO
oligomers at 500 K. Red: atomistic pentamers; orange: coarse-grained 3-bead
chains; darker blue: atomistic nonamers; lighter blue: coarse-grained 5-bead
chains.
The chain length dependence of the diffusion coeffi-
cients, D, at 303 K and 500 K, is shown in Fig. 7. The diffu-
sion coefficients obtained from atomistic and coarse-grained
models at 500 K and those from the coarse-grained model at
303 K scale similarly over the chain lengths studied, with an
exponent −1.1 to −1.3, while the scaling factor for the atom-
istic model at 303 K is −1.9 to −2.5. The former exponents
suggest that the chain behavior is close to the Rouse model
in the coarse-grained models and, at high temperatures, for
the atomistic models. The atomistic PEO models used here
have been tested before to generate densities and viscosities in
good agreement with experiments.35 Assuming the glass tran-
sition of the atomistic oligomers is similar to what is found
in experiments, the glass transition temperature is expected
to be below 200 K.9, 46 The higher slope for atomistic PEO
at low temperature, as seen in Fig. 7, is thus not caused by
proximity to the glass transition. It is likely due to the strong
atomistic interactions that limit the oligomer motions and in-
crease the chain stiffness. Reference 47 found that n-alkanes
do not exhibit ideal-chain statistics until n is greater than 100.
The atomistic PEO at 303 K is in the “oligomer” regime,
with chains expected to approach ideal behavior at higher
chain lengths. Raising the temperature, or using softer coarse-
grained potentials, moves the crossover of oligomer and ideal-
chain statistics towards shorter chains.
We can also observe from Fig. 7 that diffusion of
oligomers is accelerated after being coarse-grained and the
0 5 10 15 200
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4
nb
<
r 
2 e>
1/
2  
(nm
)
n−mer
0            9           19          29         39   
FIG. 6. The end-to-end (end segment-to-end segment) distances of
oligomers at 303 K and 500 K. Red square: atomistic oligomers at
303 K; black square: coarse-grained oligomers at 303 K; red circle: atom-
istic oligomers at 500 K; black circle: coarse-grained oligomers at 500 K.
The points calculated at both temperatures and from two levels of models
almost overlap for trimers and pentamers (or 2- and 3-bead chains).
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FIG. 7. The diffusion coefficients of oligomers at 303 K and 500 K.
Red square: atomistic oligomers at 303 K;35 black square: coarse-grained
oligomers at 303 K; red circle: atomistic oligomers at 500 K; black circle:
coarse-grained oligomers at 500 K; dashed line: Dcg/8 at 303 K; dotted-
dashed line: Dcg/150 at 303 K; dotted line: Dcg/5 at 500 K.
speed-up ratio, s = Dcg/Dat, depends on the temperature and
chain length. Similarly, faster dynamics were also reported
in previous coarse-grained simulations of PEO solutions
and melts,28, 43 polyamide melts,24 polyethylene,26, 27 and
polystyrene.48 Figure 7 illustrates that the speed-ups be-
come smaller when temperature is raised, as reported in
Refs. 24 and 28. At high temperature, where both atom-
istic and coarse-grained chains show similar Rouse-like
motions, there is a roughly universal speed-up for different
chain lengths. In other words, as long as the chains have
not entered the reptation regime, the determination of
diffusivities of atomistic PEO can be easily performed by
scaling the coarse-grained diffusivities using s and thus
avoiding time-consuming atomistic simulations. However,
at low temperature, the speed-up varies with chain length
due to the different modes of motion that atomistic and
coarse-grained oligomers obey. The speed-ups have to be
extrapolated from Fig. 7 before mapping the coarse-grained
diffusivities to the atomistic values for longer chains. Depa
and other researchers did a series of multiscale simulations
of polymers11, 26, 27, 43, 48 and found that if the structures of
atomistic and coarse-grained polymers match with each
other, the diffusive regime of the MSD for atomistic polymer
centers of mass can be recovered by rescaling the time,
tat = αtcg. The “indirect speed-up,” α, as defined in their
work, is essentially the same as s in this study. But their
work reflected that structure-based coarse-graining basically
changes the way and consequently the time by which the
beads/segments use to escape from the cage formed by their
neighbors.26 The faster cage escape of coarse-grained beads
is attributed to the softer potentials, which reduce the local
friction one bead/segment experiences.26, 48, 49 Depa and
Maranas used united-atom and coarse-grained potentials to
approximate 〈Vb〉 (Eq. (1)) of polyethylene and the esti-
mated speed-ups, αb, were within 7% of α or s obtained from
MSD or diffusion coefficient match.27 The estimation indi-
cates the speed-up in structure-based coarse-graining of linear
polymers is basically contributed by potential softening.
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FIG. 8. The MSD of NOHMs grafted with pentamers (top) and tridecamers
(bottom) at 500 K. Red line: atomistic NOHMs; orange line: coarse-grained
NOHMs using uncorrected inter-core potentials; blue line: coarse-grained
NOHMs using corrected core-core potentials.
B. Grafted solvent-free particles (NOHMs)
Section II C has shown the gcc data of coarse-grained and
atomistic NOHMs. Here, we first examine the influence of the
introduction of nanoparticles and grafting on chain dimen-
sions. The end-to-end segment distances, 〈r2e 〉1/2, of grafted
pentamers and grafted tridecamers are 0.947 ± 0.002 nm and
1.945 ± 0.006 nm, respectively. With uncorrected atomistic
particle-particle potentials employed in the coarse-grained
models, the end-to-end distances of grafted 3-bead chains
and 7-bead chains are 5% and 4% longer than their atom-
istic counterparts. Corrected core-core potentials improve the
agreements to be 4% longer for short chains and within the er-
ror for long chains. The small differences between the coarse-
grained and atomistic 〈r2e 〉1/2 shows good transferability of
coarse-grained core-bead and bead-bead potentials to grafted
systems.
The mean square displacements of atomistic and coarse-
grained NOHMs are compared in Fig. 8. First, it can be ob-
served that coarse-graining does not alter the chain-length de-
pendence of diffusivities for NOHMs at 500 K. The NOHMs
grafted with long oligomers (tridecamers) move faster than
NOHMs with short chains, because the former systems have
larger core volume fractions.9, 17 Figure 8 also illustrates
for both NOHMs grafted with short (pentamer) and long
(tridecamer) oligomers, the cores in coarse-grained NOHMs
interacting with uncorrected inter-particle potentials from
atomistic models diffuse more slowly than nanoparticles
in atomistic models, although all united atoms in grafted
oligomers are coarse-grained into softer beads. Yet correct-
ing the core-core potentials, which softens the atomistic po-
tentials and generates excellent gcc(r) agreements between
coarse-grained and atomistic NOHMs (Fig. 4), accelerates
the core motions in both coarse-grained 3-bead and 7-bead-
chain NOHMs. The cores grafted with long oligomers diffuse
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eventually faster than nanoparticles in atomistic models, sim-
ilar to the dynamics changes of coarse-grained linear poly-
mers, while the cores with short oligomers still cannot catch
up with the nanoparticle diffusion in atomistic models. This
trend is promising for further development of multiscale mod-
eling of NOHMs, in that for realistic NOHMs grafted with
chains 5 to 6 times the lengths of the oligomers used in this pa-
per, coarse-graining does not introduce extra time that needs
to be spent for the slowed core diffusion which counterbal-
ance the time saved by the reduction of interaction sites. On
the other hand, comparisons between Figs. 4 and 8 reflect the
high sensitivity of core dynamics upon changes of inter-core
interactions. For coarse-grained NOHMs with short chains,
10% change in the potential energy well leads to around
20-fold increase in the diffusion coefficient. In contrast, a
50% raise of the energy well for pairwise potentials between
two polymer beads only accelerates diffusion of polymers
(∼4000 g/mol) by 2 to 5 times.24 Both Figs. 4 and 8 indicate
poor transferability of core-core potentials to coarse-grained
NOHMs with other chain lengths. We also checked the atom-
istic and coarse-grained NOHMs at 1000 K and found un-
satisfactory agreement between gcc(r) and gp-p(r). The poor
transferability of coarse-grained core-core potentials to dif-
ferent temperatures and different chain lengths suggests that
prior knowledge of atomistic distributions has to be available
for development of coarse-grained force fields specific to each
system at each condition. Consequently, coarse-grained mod-
els of NOHMs may lose their computational efficiency advan-
tages over atomistic NOHMs models, unless a predictive way
for construction of the core-core potentials can be found.
The dynamics of grafted chains are examined through the
relaxation of square end-to-end distance correlation,
CR (t) =
〈
r2e
(
0
)
r2e
(
t
)〉 − 〈r2e 〉2〈
r4e
〉 − 〈r2e 〉2
(3)
and are shown in Fig. 9. The decorrelation time scales for
3- and 7-bead chains are shortened about 500 and 20 times,
respectively, by coarse-graining. Unlike the sensitive depen-
dencies of the core motions on the core-core potentials, CR(t)s
show negligible changes, independent of whether the core-
core potentials are corrected. Due to the grafting topology,
complete decorrelation of CR(t) cannot be realized for atom-
istic oligomers. Figure 9 illustrates that CR(t) of atomistic
pentamers stops decreasing further once it reaches a value of
around 0.6. CR(t) of atomistic tridecamers keeps decreasing
until CR(t) is reduced to about 0.25, similar to the whole chain
relaxation of dodecamers reported in Ref. 9. But in coarse-
grained models the softened potentials make the decorrelation
of CR(t) more complete. The accelerated dynamics of coarse-
grained grafted chains suggests that it is not the chain mo-
tions that induces the slow-down of core diffusion for coarse-
grained NOHMs grafted with short chains.
Data for gcc(r) (Fig. 4) illustrate that the first minima ap-
pear around r = 2.4 nm in both atomistic and coarse-grained
models. The nearest distance between the surfaces of any pair
of neighbor particles or cores is then 0.4 nm, which is inter-
mediate between the atom size (∼0.3 nm) and the bead size
(0.65 nm, the distance at which Ubb(r) = 0). Thus, one expla-
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FIG. 9. Correlation functions of segment-to-segment distances for NOHMs
grafted with pentamers or 3-bead chains (solid lines) and NOHMs grafted
with tridecamers or 7-bead chains (dashed lines). Red lines: atomistic sys-
tems; orange lines: coarse-grained NOHMs using uncorrected inter-core
potentials; blue lines: coarse-grained NOHMs using corrected inter-core
potentials.
nation for the reason that coarse-graining induces slowed core
motions in short-chain grafted systems is that the first coarse-
grained beads fixed onto the core surfaces cannot change their
shapes and positions, when the intercore distance is small,
as is the case for the atomistic segments. As a result, one
or both cores have to rotate until the first beads leave the
thin inter-core slice. Core adjustment increases the time re-
quired for cores escaping the “cages” formed by neighbor-
ing cores. In atomistic models, only the segment adjustment
is necessary – the first segment can be stretched and laid
down to the surface to pass through the inter-particle slice. In
NOHMs grafted with long chains, reduced core volume frac-
tion reduces the number of neighboring nanoparticle pairs,
as reflected by lower gcc(r) peaks in the bottom panel of
Fig. 4. That means that a smaller number of cores are frus-
trated by the caging effects and thus the acceleration caused
by decreased friction dominates the dynamical behavior (see
Fig. 8 bottom panel).
We can obtain an estimate for the contribution from the
core-core potential changes to the energy boost, 〈Vb〉 in
Eq. (1), caused by switching the atomistic description of cores
to coarse-graining descriptions. 〈Vb〉 is the difference be-
tween coarse-grained and atomistic energy barriers one core
has to overcome when transiting from one cage to another.
We denote the contributions from Ucc to be 〈Vb, cc〉 and in
analogy to 〈Vb〉 in previous work,25, 27 the component can
be estimated through
〈Vb, cc〉 =
∫ ∞
r=0
Udr =
∫ ∞
r=0
〈Ncc,CG(r)〉Ucc,CG(r)dr
−
∫ ∞
r=0
〈Ncc, at (r)〉Ucc, at (r)dr, (4)
where 〈Ncc(r)〉 is the average number density of neigh-
bors per core and calculated through 〈Ncc(r)〉 = gcc(r)Np/V ,
where V is the simulation box volume. Unlike bulk poly-
mers, for which only the first neighbor shell dominates the
changes of energy barriers after coarse-graining,26, 27 Fig. 10
shows for NOHMs the core-core potentials and the nanopar-
ticle distributions have significant effects on 〈Vb, cc〉 up to
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FIG. 10. Integrants of Eq. (4) for pentamer (3-bead chain) NOHMs (blue)
and tridecamer (7-bead chain) NOHMs (orange).
4 nm – the second layer. Interestingly, the integration of
Eq. (4) generates 〈Vb, cc〉 < 0 for both NOHMs shown in
Fig. 10, suggesting that switching particle-particle poten-
tial in atomistic NOHMs to coarse-grained core-core po-
tential in coarse-grained models has a slow-down effect on
NOHMs diffusion. Since the NOHMs do not only inter-
act with their neighboring cores, but also with their grafted
chains, the actual speed-up of NOHMs relies on the combi-
nation of the component contributions from the changes of
Ucc, Ucb, and Ubb. The total energy boost should be 〈Vb〉
= ∑α, β 〈Vb, αβ〉(α, β = c, b). Ubb has been shown to pro-
duce a positive 〈Vb〉 and accelerate bead motions in bulk
polymers composed by single type of united atoms or beads.27
It is then natural to conclude that with longer grafted chains,
Ubb contributes more to 〈Vb〉 compared with Ucc and there-
fore coarse-grained NOHMs with longer chains diffuse faster
than in atomistic models. To verify contributions from differ-
ent components, a more strict estimation is needed for the dif-
ferences between cage-escape energy barriers between atom-
istic and coarse-grained models.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This work focused on multiscale modeling of
poly(ethylene oxide) oligomers and PEO oligomer-grafted
silica nanoparticles (NOHMs), with emphasis on how
structure-based coarse-graining modifies the dynamics
of the system. With softer interactions, the diffusion of
coarse-grained PEO oligomers in melt are accelerated and the
speed-ups depend on chain lengths and temperature. Around
room temperature, coarse-graining shortens the “oligomer”
regime; at high temperatures, the chain length dependence
of diffusion coefficients of coarse-grained oligomers obeys
the same scaling law as atomistic PEO chains. Similarly, the
coarse-grained grafted chains of NOHMs show faster relax-
ation than the atomistic grafted PEO oligomers. However,
the core motions are very sensitive to the coarse-grained
inter-core potentials. Short-chain NOHMs have slower
cores after being coarse-grained, whereas the cores of
long-chain grafted nanoparticles diffuse faster similar to the
effect coarse-graining has on linear chain systems. Grafting
topology is one cause of the anomalous dynamic changes
of NOHMs before and after coarse-graining. In addition,
a simple transition-state estimation suggests not all softer
potentials developed based on structure-based mapping
generate speed-up effects on dynamics.
The complexity of the atomistic grafted-nanoparticle
model used in this study limits the number of structural pa-
rameters and thermal conditions that can be studied in detail.
To have a systematic investigation and to simplify the anal-
ysis of effects of Ucb, at and Ubb, at on the structure and dy-
namics, it would be more helpful to investigate simpler sys-
tems. For example, a simplified grafted-particle system, i.e.,
spherical particles and chains formed by connecting uniform
atoms with only bonds and its coarse-grained model, provides
a good starting point. Star polymers, where the size of the
central emanating point is negligible compared to the overall
molecule size, are another interesting set of structures. Di-
rect coarse-graining unphysically increases the size and the
stiffness of the center. Starting from grafted particles, whose
atomistic models already have finite sizes at the central point,
and extrapolating to small cores may provide an alternative to
explore coarse graining of star polymers.
We have discussed in Sec. III the sensitive dependence
on inter-core potentials of the structural distributions and dy-
namics of cores, and its negative effects on the computational
efficiency of coarse-grained models. One direction for future
research is to develop a predictive way to find the inter-core
potentials that can generate correct structural distributions,
avoiding the time-consuming iterations for core-core poten-
tial construction for each altered conditions. The sensitivity
of dynamics to coarse-graining is well-established in mul-
tiscale modeling, resulting in accelerated diffusion of small
molecules and linear polymers. As shown here, in grafted-
topology systems there exists the possibility that softer poten-
tials slow down the diffusion. Dynamic rescaling methods, in
particular, the Mori-Zwanzig formalism, having been applied
to solids,50 linear chain liquids,51 etc., can be used to correct
the dynamics for grafted nanoparticles. By adding dissipative
forces arising from eliminated internal degrees of freedoms,
the method recovers the dynamics at long time when the in-
ternal motions are relaxed. The challenges lie in the determi-
nation of the friction coefficient, which is usually not trans-
ferrable to different thermodynamic conditions or different
chemical environments. Lyubimov derived an analytical ap-
proach to estimate the friction coefficients for linear chains
composed of only one type of coarse-grained beads.51 With
still a long way to go to approach real systems, these works
point out a possible direction for solution of the issues identi-
fied in the present study.
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